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There are many examples of visual program 
representation [1], but the area of sonic 
representation—audialization—of programs 
is unexplored. To create such program 
audializations, we have created the Thread 
Safe Audio Library (TSAL). TSAL is a 
platform-independent, object-oriented C++ 
library that provides thread safe classes for 
synthesizing sound from a program. By 
adding TSAL calls to a sequential or parallel 
program, the program can create a sonic 
representation of its behavior in real time.

Audialization dates back to 1950 and Alan 
Turing. In their biography of Claude Shannon 
titled A Mind at Play, Jimmy Soni and Rob 
Goodman tell of Turing creating  a command 
that sent a pulse in a speaker. By putting this 
command in short vs long loops, Turing could 
distinguish the loops based on the generated 
frequencies of the resulting sounds [2].

Sorting Algorithms

Sorting algorithms provide interesting use cases for TSAL. Because of their sequential and ordered 
nature, playing a value-specific tone whenever a value is accessed generates a unique audialization. 
TSAL thus provides the ability for users to hear the differences between different sorting algorithms 
as they compare and move values.
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Listen to the audializations

Figure 1: A spectrogram view of different sorting algorithm audialization. 
Frequency corresponds to the value of the item being sorted. 
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• Strengthen cross-platform support and 
simplify the installation process.

• Extend existing instrument functionality. 
The main instrument, a synthesizer, is 
currently limited to the 3 basic waveforms.

• Create more example audializations. There 
are many other algorithms that haven’t yet 
been represented with audio. 

Parallel Merge Sort

Producer Consumer (Bounded Buffer)

The producer-consumer problem is a common problem to illustrate process synchronization and 
mutual exclusion. By using frequency to represent an item’s state, a user can hear the items being 
produced, being put in the buffer, waiting, being removed from the buffer, and being consumed.

Figure 2: A graphical and 
spectrogram view of the 
producer consumer problem. 
The frequency of the item 
corresponds to it’s position in 
the process. A low, ascending 
frequency means the item is 
being placed into the buffer. A 
middle, continuous frequency 
means that the item is 
waiting in the buffer. A high, 
ascending frequency means 
the item is being consumed.

Objectives

• Design and implement an API that TSAL 
will expose to users

• Build the basic TSAL interface and audio 
backend with cross-platform compatibility

• Design an extensible class structure for 
channels, instruments, and effects

• Create simple to advanced audializations
that demonstrate the use of TSAL.
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